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Do simple to do list widget

There are many news readers and widgets out there, but not many do their job as elegantly as Big News Pro. Since moving to a new design language with Ice Cream Sandwich, we have been looking to fill our home screens and application boxes with as many properly designed holo-apps as possible. The big news fits
right into this design, and actually has a good set of features lurking behind its simplified look. Read on for the last break and see what the big news has to offer as a news widget. The big news doesn't have its own news reader attached to it as such - it interacts with Google Reader feeds to pull stories, and only the front
end for their reading widget. The widget itself can be added like any other, and resizable from 2x2 to 4x4. You can change the color of the title and body text as well as the background of the widget - there are several color options for the text and light, dark and clear background options. A clear widget on a good
background makes for a very simplified and striking home screen presentation. There is a widget that offers photos along with articles, but so few of my RSS feeds have proper photos according to the feed history that I went with the text of only one. You can set a certain number of lines for the title and body, but if the
widget size is too small, the text will just trail. In the bottom right corner is a barely noticeable settings key for overlaying the four-key option - marks like reading, updates, next and settings - that are also hard to see. Once you get used to where they are, although it's not as much of an inconvenience as it seems at first
glance. Clicking on the body of the widget will take you to your browser to read the whole story because, as I said, no news readers are integrated with Big News. If you prefer, Big News can send you to Deer Reader to read the article instead if you decide to install it - the reindeer crafts app developer makes both
applications. We like the fact that the widget and the news reader have been separated to give users a choice of where to open their stories. The browser will be preferable for most people. Access to great news from the app box basically takes you to the settings menu, where you can choose which channels should be
displayed and further tweak the advanced settings. The aforementioned widget settings are available here, as well as automatic synchronization options, as well as the ability to include notifications for Jelly Bean devices (more on that below). I had a few issues getting the widget to update properly when selecting only a
few channels, but none when selecting all the channels to be synced. The Play Store doesn't seem to reflect this experience, so I'm going to assume that this is just a one-off problem. If you work with a Jelly Bean device, Big News can put the same widget functionality directly into your notification notice The expandable
and action notifications will show the title and the beginning of the story (or the title image if you choose) along with a button to share it directly or move on to the next story. In the same way that some weather apps are starting to take advantage of the new Jelly Bean notifications, it's really a personal preference for the
kind of thing. It's nice to see an option and it's done very well in the big news. Big News also integrates with the Android 4.2 lock widget feature and displays the same information as the home screen widget. Not many of us actually have Android 4.2, and those who don't really use lockscreen widgets all that often, but
this type of widget lends itself to being displayed on the lock screen as a view of the information. The big news is doing a lot more than you'd expect at first glance, and still manages to keep the design and functionality up to speed with the latest in Android. There's a free version on the Play Store, but if you like what it
does, the Pro version is at $1.29 worth your time. December 7, 2017 10 min read Editor's Note: Entrepreneur 20 Questions series features both established and up-and-coming entrepreneurs and asks them a series of questions about what makes them tick, their day-to-day success strategies and tips for aspiring
founders. In 2005, Kristen Barberich and her co-founders Philippe von Borris, Justin Stefano and Pierre Gelardi launched Refinery 29 in a kitchen in Brooklyn. The team wanted the site to be a guide to New York with a focus on fashion. They wanted to help like-minded people find the most unique independent boutiques
throughout the city. Twelve years later, Barberich is the global editor-in-chief of a platform that continues to grow to great heights with a consistent focus on women and their history. Today, its audience is 550 million people on all platforms, and the company currently has more than 600 employees in New York, Los
Angeles, London and Berlin. It has also gone beyond fashion, embracing health, culture, work and money. We caught up with Barberich to ask her 20 questions to find out what makes her tick. This article has been edited for brevity and clarity. How do you start your day? Writing in my journal was incredibly helpful.
Sometimes it's not some complicated, thoughtful diary entry, but a list of things to do during the day. My journals really are incredible evidence of what's going on in my life and what seems to matter in terms of what I document. I also make a bed. Apparently, there are studies that show that people who make their bed
tend to be happier in life and in their work2. How do I end my day? I usually go to bed in front of my husband and I love reading at least five or so pages of my book. For some reason, reading books not on the electronic reader before going to bed like melatonin for me. It's This. knocks me out3. What is a book that
changed your mind and why? Hallelujah Anyway: The Rediscovering of Anne LaMotte's Mercy. She touched on the importance of using forgiveness and grace, especially in times of resistance, which is obviously very relevant now with what is happening in the world. It was a kind of moment of revelation to do especially
with all of us, being in this kind of basic period of anger and rage. I think it was helpful to think about it and try to integrate it into your feelings about what's going on in the news4. What is a book that you always recommend and why? Better than Sane: Tales from Dangling Girl by Alison K. Rose. She drew some really
important points that were very new to me about how single women move around the world and interact with people. I found how she embedded them in her essays - about what it was like when she was single at different stages of her life - and how she felt that married people were reacting to her or were involved in
their lives. I found her incredibly insightful and very sensitive to the experiences of women who are single by choice.5 What is the strategy to keep focused? Getting enough sleep is very important, especially as you get older. I think sleep is crucial in terms of well-being, having energy and a clear head. But also to have
clear communication with people and partners around me, whether in my personal life or in my professional life. If I feel depressed, it is important that I report what my priorities are. I always sort them into one of two piles: Do I need support or do I need space? Do I need support to actually get things done? Or do I need
space because I really have a creative problem that I want to solve? And sometimes you need both. It's just important to be able to clarify what is more important and when. Related: This successful entrepreneur shares a trick that helps her tell the difference between being productive and being busy.6 When you were a
kid, what did you want to be when you grew up? Writer and editor. It never changed. 7. What have you learned from the worst boss you've ever had? Do not be passive aggressive or manipulative. They are just really horrible qualities to have in the workplace. It is important to be direct about your needs and your
aspirations, and to be as decisive as you can be. If you don't know what your needs are, be clear about it too. It's okay to say you don't have an answer or you're not exactly sure which direction you want to go.8 Who has influenced you the most when it comes to how you approach your work? Rebecca Inchencio, who
was my editor-in-chief of Gourmet magazine. She is one of the first people I ever watched that took such aesthetic care of their things. When she arrived at her office in the morning she made sure it was the right environment for her work. In addition, our main content content Amy Emmerich. I love that she is generous
with her knowledge and her experience. She loves to learn and you get that feeling when you are at a meeting with her. She's really listening. She also has the kind of openness that inspires a leader who has so much opportunity and responsibility.9 What's the trip that changed you? There's something I think this is the
way life gives about driving cross-country with your best friend. And I did it twice with the same other. There's something about that special kind of trip that makes you feel so free. You don't plan and I think that when you have such an openness to your schedule, you really watch your surroundings and the cities you stay
in.10 What inspires you? Witness random acts of kindness. Search for beauty and meaning in stupid and simple things. Rewatching movies that I love to see and learn more about why I love them so much. As a storyteller, I'm always very curious as to why something captivates me or why something drives me a certain
way. Related: This entrepreneur shares the lesson every founder has to learn to be a powerful leader11. What was your first business idea and what did you do with it? Like most entrepreneurs, I think creating business opportunities that solve problems and make people's lives better... nothing more exciting than that.
The stupidest business idea I've had but not pursuing is the creation of a sustainable fast food chain called Five and Dinner. Where everything on the menu is $5. I know it's just ridiculous.12 What was the early work that taught you something important or useful? One of my early jobs was working in a local greenhouse
on Long Island. My job was pouring plants for seedlings. I loved the job so much because everyone worked in silence. There's something about that repetitive nature of doing the task quietly; it has created for me a mindfulness that I try to realize today.13 What's the best advice you've ever taken? To be decisive. Don't
push something because you don't have the energy to find or give an answer. You have to really focus and do whatever it takes to make the call. It's a very tough discipline and I can't always make those tough calls at the moment, but I'm trying. I have to give myself a very good reason to put something or add it to my todo list. What's the worst advice you've ever received? Wear short skirts15. What performance advice do you swear to? If there's a particularly gnarled task that I'm afraid to do - and usually the reason why I'm scared because I have a fear of it - I'm trying to define a fun reward that will help motivate me through it. Also, at
the end of the week I go through my calendar and make a list of all the things I've done. in order to just look back at my list of what I crossed out, I'm making a new list of everything I've done in a week earlier. When you only see the breadth of things you've done happen, it's so helpful. It's great for building trust. It's not a
to-do list, it's a to-do list. Related: This successful entrepreneur is sharing how to find opportunities where he seemingly doesn't exist.16 Is there an app or tool that you use in an amazing way to do things or stay on track? The Mint was the savior. I wouldn't say I'm managing my finances with my strong suit, but it helped
me have a clearer idea of everything in one shot. And I think it's incredibly valuable.17 What does work-life balance mean to you? I don't mind working long hours, especially if I feel that work feeds me back. I think most people crave that feeling that their work adds to their lives rather than just taking away from them.
When work distances you from these fundamental beliefs you have in life, that's where the imbalance comes from. It is difficult for many people to find a job that is always creative or professionally stimulating, but I think you should be able to find aspects of work that really provide such support and satisfaction. If there's
really nothing, it's an unhealthy situation to be in.18 How to prevent burnout? Definitely prioritize your holiday, or, if not rest, just a quiet time at home. Planning the time that is planned for me is so useful and important for unwinding your brain.19 When you are faced with a creative block, what is your strategy to get
innovation? Driving a car or walking long distances. If I really feel locked in my writing, Annie LaMotte recommends writing a bad first project that is just for you, that is just a stream of consciousness. It helps me personally unlock a lot of things that I'm working on in my head, or that haven't come to the surface.20 What
are you learning now? I always train and try to be patient. Most of the best and most influential things that have happened in my life have taken longer to cultivate than I ever thought they would. I think ambitious people have a distorted sense of time; we expect things to happen much sooner than it really does. Makes.
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